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Abstract
Self-exclusion of pupils is one of the prominent challenges of education. In this paper we propose the TERA model, which shapes the process of creating formative accountability of teachers to overcome the self-exclusion of pupils. Development of the model includes elaboration and integration of interconnected model components. The TERA model involves the following components: Tasks, Environment, Reward, and Accountability. The “Task” component serves as the starting point for creating teacher accountability. The objective of the Task” component is to form a structure of tasks, performance of which leads to overcoming self-exclusion of pupils. The task structure allows determining task significance for pupils’ inclusion. The “Environment” component organizes an environment inducing the teachers toward productive and qualitative performance of the tasks directed toward overcoming self-exclusion of pupils. Such an environment fosters creating teacher reciprocal accountability for task performance results. The environment is organized by the conditions of adaptive performance of the tasks and adaptive rewarding of teachers. “Accountability” is the central component of the model. The objective of this component is to create formative accountability of teachers for task performance results. It is attained through self-assessment willingness, possibility, and desire of teachers to be emergent leaders or performers during tasks performance, and coordination of the self-assessment outcomes. The objective of the “Reward” component is to realize adaptive rewarding of teachers for taking accountability for task performance results. Adaptation of rewards is provided relative to task significance and a teacher’s role in a task’s performance.
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1. Introduction
Self-exclusion of pupils is a complicated multidimensional challenge of education. This challenge is influenced by numerous factors. Some of these factors are poor acquisition of basic skills, limited aspirations and opportunities, poverty, family difficulties, poor relationships with other pupils, parents or teachers, or pressure from other pupils (Kyriacou, 2003). The challenges’ solution requires a complex approach. Such approach intends unfolding actions leading to overcoming self-exclusion of pupils and their subsequent and conformed realizations. The basic actions that can lead to overcoming self-exclusion of pupils are effective teaching, effective learning, formative assessment for learning, productive self-evaluation of a school, successful leadership (Ainscow, Dyson, & Weiner, 2013). Most from these actions should be realized by teachers. Hence, the role of a teacher in overcoming self-exclusion of pupils is decisive.

The successful realization of the actions leading to overcoming the self-exclusion of pupils requires creating a conducive school environment. A school environment is engendered by a school culture which determines how teachers think, feel, and act (Connors & Smith, 2011). A school culture influences commitment, motivation, and productivity of teachers to encourage conversions of teacher’s attitude toward pupils from object to subject. A successful school culture is based on “core values of collegiality, performance, and improvement that engender quality, achievement, and learning for everyone” (Deal & Peterson, 2009). Compliance with the core values is supported by leadership, cultivating an accountability culture in a school (Samuel, 2001).

An accountability culture should inspire accountability through creating and sustaining purposefulness, fulfillment, and motivation of teachers, and by building trust and collaboration among them (Worrall, 2013; Bustin, 2014). The accountability culture promotes greater performance, and higher quality is characterized by
the presence of teachers who serve as emergent leaders of teacher groups, with trustworthy communications between these teachers and principals (Chrispeels, 2004; Frost & Durrant, 2004; Harris & Muijs, 2004; Worrall, 2013). The group members hold themselves mutually accountable for outcomes (Katzenbach & Smith, 2006). The emergent leader takes accountability for the results of the actions of the group (Harris & Muijs, 2004; Browning, 2012).

Formation of accountability culture in a school which engenders an environment promoting inclusion of pupils means, first of all, creating teacher accountability for results from the performance of the needed actions. A model for the creation of formative accountability of teachers for overcoming self-exclusion of pupils is proposed in this paper.

2. Literature Review

Research of different aspects of forming an accountability culture in a school which promotes overcoming self-exclusion of pupils is examined.

Brundrett and Rhodes (2011) declare that high-quality teaching and learning can be attained by leadership allowing development of a culture of quality through creation of accountability. Following Evans (2008), success of a school requires including accountability into its strategy, determining clear expectations, and creating relationships among teachers based on accountability. Owing to this, job satisfaction and school performance are improved.

Rick (2003) affirms that building school accountability culture is possible through the sharing of leadership owing to commitment to ideas, not personalities. As a result of this, a principal has an obligation to support teachers and the goals of the school. Students have an obligation to learn, teachers to teach, and parents to support learning. Harris and Muijs (2004) confirm that sharing accountability through sharing leadership leads to school improvement. The authors describe emergent features and restricted teacher leadership.

Gilbert (2012) asserts that creating a culture of reciprocal accountability is one of the most significant elements in providing school performance improvement. According to the author, it requires: changing school culture so that accountability turns toward a cultural value of teachers; integrating formative and summative accountability; organizing peer collaboration that develops the work of teachers and the learning of students. Grimshaw and Baron (2010) suggest the three conditions of providing accountability. The conditions are: to communicate distinct requirements for performance to teachers; to create a structure of influence that can provide desired performance; and to lead discussion among teachers directed towards the coordination of possibilities. According to Frink and Kimosky (2004), teachers play different roles in their interdependent work to attain school results. Hence, accountability of teachers should depend on their roles. The authors offer using role theory as a framework for accountability.

Samuel (2001) offers a systematic approach to increasing personal and organizational accountability. The approach includes the leadership strategy directed towards development of the accountability culture and accountability culture elements. The leadership strategy involves creating a clear direction of organizational activity; building a plan that guarantees the result; communicating and executing to realize high performance, and developing teachers to be highly accountable performers. The accountability culture elements are: clear intention to attain the desired result; effective execution caused by interdependence, coordination, communication; the actions of the teachers necessary to attain the desired result; responsive recovery; the measuring of results to provide good performance, and rewarding.

Abu-Hussain, Essawi, and Tilchin (2014a) have developed an approach to building result-based accountability in an organization through the forming of an accountability structure and conformed self-assessment of an employee’s willingness and desire to take accountability for delivering the results. According to an approach of Connors and Smith (2011), creation of accountability culture in a school is a result of consecutive realization of the steps conducive to teacher accountability. These steps are: see it, own it, solve it, and do it. Essawi and Tilchin (2013) suggested a constructive confrontation approach to managing organizational culture. The approach allows forming a constructive confrontation environment in a school which promotes the creation of accountability of teachers for changing their cultural values according to the required organizational values.

An approach of Abu-Hussain, Essawi, and Tilchin (2014b) focuses on creation of accountability for learning results. For this, the specific Project-Based Collaborative Learning (PBCL) model was built. The model shapes a process of creating accountability for learning results, with specific formation of a collaborative group of pupils, and the design of a flexible assessment system. Personal accountabilities of pupils are created by self-assessments. A collaborative group is formed as a result of the coordination of personal accountabilities of pupils.
pupils, for performance of a determined project task, and securing their reciprocal accountability in the performance of a group project.

Samuel and Chiche (2004) describe the personal accountability model, furthering realization of the intention to stay accountable. The model is based on determining accountability as action that is consistent with the desired outcomes of a teacher. The model components are: recognize, own, forgive, self-examine, learn, and take action. Jones (2004) suggests adjusting school accountability models from business with a focus on student learning. Bergsteiner (2012) designed a decision tree model for the building of goal-oriented accountability, and a Holistic Accountability Model that can be used for shaping mutual influence and behaviors of teachers in the accountability process.

The analysis of the above publications shows that the challenges connected with creating teacher accountability to overcome self-exclusion of pupils remain. The specific structure of tasks directed towards overcoming self-exclusion of pupils is not presented. Such a task structure can serve as a basis for creating proper accountability of teachers through unfolding task significance in attaining desired goals and skills needed for task performance. A school environment that fosters the creation of accountability of teachers for the performance of required tasks is not formed. The conditions of adaptive performance and adaptive rewarding are not determined. A mechanism of sharing of accountability of teachers on the basis of a choice of a suitable role in task performance is absent. A balance between competition and collaboration among teachers to receive results of task performance has not been secured. Rewarding teachers has not been connected with accountability for results of the performance of corresponding tasks on the basis of the tasks’ significance and roles chosen by teachers in this process.

3. A Teacher Accountability Model for Overcoming Self-Exclusion of Pupils

The purpose of developing a dynamic model is to shape the process of creating teacher accountability to overcome self-exclusion of pupils. Development of the model includes elaboration and integration of interconnected model components. Dynamics of the model are provided by the change of its parameters, and they express the dynamic process of creating teacher accountability for inclusion of pupils. The TERA model involves the following components: Tasks, Environment, Reward, Accountability (Figure 1).

![Figure 1. The TERA model](image)

The “Task” Component

The objective of the “Task” component is to form a set of interconnected tasks, performance of which leads to overcoming self-exclusion of pupils. The “Task” component serves as the starting point for creating productive accountability culture in a school.

The procedures for the “Task” component realized by a principal are:

- Determining a school activity goal. The goal is overcoming self-exclusion of pupils through creation of teacher accountability.
• Developing the actions and sequence for their realization leading to the goal. Each action is characterized by a significance level with regard to attaining the goal.
• Forming a set of tasks realizing the actions, and building a task structure. The task structure is a result of interconnection of tasks expressing task performance order. Task-relevant skills correspond to each task. The task-relevant skills are skills needed for task performance. Each task is characterized by its significance as it concerns overcoming self-exclusion of pupils. Significance of a task is the sum of a significance level of an action to which a task belongs, and a task’s structural significance. Structural significance of a task is the sum of significance levels of actions, of which descendents of a task belong.

Example 1: A structure of the tasks, the performance of which leads to the desired goal, is represented by Figure 1. The actions, the significance levels of the actions, the interrelated tasks realizing the corresponding actions, task-relevant knowledge, and significance of the tasks are shown by Figure 1. The order of task performance is shown with arrows. The performance result of the task zₚ is the final result of the task structure.

![Figure 2. A task structure](image)

Structural significance of the task z₁ equals 6, since it has three successors: the tasks z₂, z₃, and z₆. The significance levels of the task’s successors are 1, 2, 3, accordingly. Then significance of the task z₁ equals 7, since the task corresponds with the action of first significance level, and its structural significance is 6.

The “Environment” Component

The objective of the “Environment” component is the organization of a suitable environment in a school. Such environment fosters creation of teacher reciprocal accountability for performance of the tasks needed to overcome self-exclusion of pupils. It induces the teachers towards productive and qualitative performance of these tasks.

The procedures for the “Environment” component realized by a principal are: declaration of the task structure and manifestation of the conditions of the tasks’ performance and adaptive reward for overcoming self-exclusion of pupils. The conditions of the tasks’ performance include:
• All tasks for overcoming self-exclusion of pupils should be performed. It predetermines full inclusion of pupils.
• All teachers should participate in performance of the tasks. It engenders teachers’ reciprocal accountability and the need to collaborate during task performance.
• Skills of a teacher group representing determined course direction should be maximum approximate to a task’s relevant skills. It characterizes teachers’ willingness for task performance and causes qualitative performance of a task.
• The teachers should choose roles in performance of the tasks. The possible roles are a performer (P) and an emergent leader (L). The performer role requires the presence of needed skills corresponding to
task-relevant skills. A performer should take accountability for performance of a task piece. The emergent leader role requires the presence of coordination and decision-making skills as task-relevant skills. The leader should take accountability for the final result of a task’s performance.

- The quantity of the tasks for the performance of which a teacher may be an emergent leader is limited. It allows productive performance of tasks since it restricts the choice made by a teacher through a task for performance which he (she) has the most willingness and possibility to be a leader.

These conditions secure adaptive performance of the tasks, attained by taking into account task-relevant skills and choice of a suitable role in task performance.

Manifestation of the conditions of adaptive reward which induce the desire of the teacher to take accountability for a task’s performance results. These conditions include:

- All teachers are rewarded. It motivates the teacher to take accountability for results of task performance.
- The teachers receive greater reward for taking accountability for the more significant task. It provides for the adaptation of rewarding to task significance.
- A task leader receives an appreciably greater reward then a task performer. It provides adaptation of rewards to teacher roles in task performance.

The “Accountability” Component

The objective of the “Accountability” component is creating accountability of teachers for task performance results. “Accountability” is the central component of the model.

The procedures for the “Accountability” component realized by teachers and the principal are:

- Choice of the tasks for results performance of which a teacher group corresponding with determined course would be accountable. The choice is carried out through group self-assessment, its willingness, possibility, and desire to perform the tasks. Group self-assessment is realized by examination of the task structure engendered by the “Task” component and the conditions of adaptive performance and adaptive reward (the “Environment” component).
- Adjustment of group choices. This procedure is realized through discussion of groups with participation of the principal. During discussion, the tasks chosen by the groups are compared. The aim of comparison is agreement on the group choices. Owing to this, initial group choices can be changed.
- Choice of roles in task performance by teachers. This procedure is realized by teacher self-assessment. During self-assessment, a teacher compares his (her) skills with task-relevant skills. The willingness of a teacher to be task-leader is caused by availability of coordination and decision-making skills, together with skills needed for performance of the chosen task.

The willingness of a teacher to be the performer of a task piece is caused by availability of skills relevant to the task piece skills. As a result of self-assessment, a teacher expresses a sound desire to be accountable personally for the final result of a task performance (i.e. to be task-leader), or to share accountability for the task performance result (i.e. to be a task-performer) with other teachers. Self-assessments of teachers allow for attaining a balance between competition and collaboration among teachers. If a teacher doesn’t have required skills or desire to be a task-leader, he (she) doesn’t compete with peers, but makes a decision to collaborate during performance of a task. If a teacher has needed skills and desires to be a task-leader, he (she) competes with his (her) peers for this role in performance of a task.

Coordination of the self-assessment outcomes to complete the taking of accountability of teachers for the results of the tasks’ performance. This procedure is realized through discussion of teachers with participation of a principal. During discussion, every teacher compares tasks for which they would be accountable as a leader with those tasks chosen by peers and the performance for which they would be leaders. The aim of comparison is to coordinate taking personal accountability for final results of the tasks performance and sharing accountability for performance of the task pieces.

The tasks selected earlier by a teacher for performance as a leader can be replaced by other tasks due to coordination with peers. If some teachers want to be leaders who are accountable for the final result of performance of the same task, despite coordination of their outcomes, then the principal will determine the teacher who should be accountable for the result. All tasks should be performed. Hence, if there is not a teacher who shows willingness to take accountability for the final result of a task’s performance as a leader, the principal delegates this role to the most suitable teacher.
The “Reward” Component

The objective of the “Reward” component is realizing adaptive rewarding of teachers for taking accountability for results of performing of task pieces and the final result of a task’s performance, aimed at overcoming pupils’ self-exclusion. Rewarding of teachers is realized according to reward conditions (the “Environment” component). The size of rewards for taking accountability for performance results of all tasks, and the size of reward of a task leader are set by a principal. The size of the reward for task performers is divided among them by a task leader. The procedures for the “Reward” component are:

• Establishment of size of teachers’ rewards
• Calculation of teachers’ rewards for taking accountability for task performance results according to task significances
• Dividing rewards for taking accountability for a task performance result among teachers according to their roles in a task performance
• Determining total rewarding of the teachers

Example 2: The established size of teachers’ rewards for taking accountability for overcoming pupils’ self-exclusion equals $2000. There are six tasks $z_1, z_2, \ldots, z_6$, performance of which should provide for attainment of this goal. The task significances are 4, 3, 3, 4, 3, 3, accordingly (Figure 1). Then, the established amounts of teachers’ rewards for taking accountability for task performance results in corresponding with task significances are $400$, $300$, $300$, $300$, $400$, $300$, accordingly.

The predetermined size of reward for taking accountability for the results of performance of tasks is divided among teachers on the basis of their roles in task performance, e.g. task leader receives 80% and all task performers receive 20% of the reward. There are five teachers of some course direction. Then, there is one leader and four performers for each task.

Teacher $t_1$ is a leader of tasks $z_1$ and $z_2$, and a performer of other tasks. Then, size of reward of the teacher $t_1$ as the task leader is $560$, and size of reward of this teacher as the task performer is $65$. Total rewarding of the teacher is $625$.

4. Conclusions

The TERA model adjusts creating teacher accountability for overcoming self-exclusion of pupils by consistent realization of corresponding components. Creating proper accountability of teachers as emergent leaders or performers for results of selected tasks’ performance is provided by the “Accountability” component which is the central component of the model. Choice of the tasks by teachers to take accountability for result of their performance is realized through self-evaluation and coordination with peers and the principal. Self-evaluation of willingness, desire, and possibility of teachers to take accountability is based on consideration task structure, task features, and the conditions characterizing environment fostering creation of accountability. Owing to that, reciprocal accountability of teachers and sharing accountability on basis of chosen roles in performance of the tasks are created. It secures a balance between competition and collaboration among teachers for achieving results of a task’s performance.

The structure of tasks, performance of which is required for overcoming self-exclusion of pupils, is determined by the “Tasks” component of the model. Task significance and task-relevant skills serve as features of each task. A specific school environment, which is organized by the “Environment” component, promotes effective performance of the tasks by the teachers. The conditions of adaptive performance of the task and adaptive rewarding of teachers for taking accountability for results characterize the environment. Adaptive rewarding relative to task significance and a teacher’s role in a task’s performance is determined by the “Reward” component.

The TERA model can serve as a constructive tool for overcoming the self-exclusion of pupils. The model is universal. The model can be used for solving a variety of school problems.
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